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Obscenity guide goes to Bof T
By TOM VONDRUSKA
G w d l a n New> Editor

defendants satisfied with the
results of the guidelines, "All we
have to do is convince the Board
Two faculty members may be
of Trustees and we will be in
the wild cards in an evenly-split . business." said Trustee Rev.
student-faculty administrator reGeorge Lucas, chairer of the
view board which could put to
Student Affairs Committee.
rest the year and a half long
The committee will recomDeep Throat obscenity battle.
mend the boaid to pass the
The review board is provided
guidelines at their winter quarter
for in a set of guidelines, passed
meeting nest Wednesday. Feb.
by the Student Affairs Commit8.
tee yesterday, and lacks only the
"1 think these arc reasonable
approval of the Board of Trustees
guidelines and with a perspecand Federal Judge Robert Duntive just." said Student Omcan before being implemented as
budsman Jayne Lynch, who was
actual policy.
one of the students who took part
WITH BOTH plaintiffs and
in the negotiations.

—\

Text of obscenity proposal
1. All questions dealing with the obscenity of a film and/or a live
dramatic play shall be submitted to THE REVIEW COMMITTEE
as set forth in Paragraph 2 hereof and ;he University Community
shall be bound by any decision of said REVIEW COMMITTEE.
2. THE REVIEW COMMITTEE shall consist of 2 students
appointed by the Student Caucus; 2 faculty members appointed by
the Steering Committee of the Academic Council; and 2
administrators appointed by the President. Such appointments will
be made annually.
3. The question of whether a film and/or a live dramatic play is
obscene and therefore not permissable for viewing, distribution, or
dissemination upon Wright State University campus shall be
determined by THE REVIEW COMMITTEE. Any member of the
University Community may question whether * proposed presentation of a film and/or a live dramatic play is obscene and have this
question determined by THE REVIEW COMMITTEE by giving
written notice to THE REVIEW COMMITTEE through the Vice
President for Academic Support Programs who, after determining
the validity of said complaint, shall forward it in writing to the
Executive Vice President and Provost. In order to avoid prior
restraint, such notice must be given to the Vice President for
Academic Support Programs at least ten (10) working days prior to
the scheduled viewing, distribution, or dissemination of the film
and ot live dramatic play upon the Wright State University
campus.
A The Executive Vice President of the Universr.y. upon receipt
of said notice will notify the Chairman of THE REVIEW
COMMITTEE " ho will arrange for an immediate meeting of
said REVIEW COMMfiTEE. If any REVIEW COMMITTEE
mveihtt is unavailable within said period, an aliernate
representative selected by tile appropnn-e appointing group
must attend, five (5) or more mefnbe** must be present and
hear all evidence to render ; vrji.1 and binding decision. The
decision Of THE REYIEV.* COMMITTEE is ,Aet-rmir.:n#
o b * * « t y will be by a slmpSe ...ajority.
B. WithiP two (2) days after sa'd hearing THE REVIEW
COMMITTEE sha'l determine wtiether the film and/or a life
dramatic play is or is Lil ubscene. All parties coacei-ned will be
informed of the decision.
C.
said film and/or live dramatic play is determined to be
obscene, said work sh»H not be viewed or oiherwise
disseminated on Ac Campus of Wright State University. If THE
REVIEW COMMITTEE dsckies that said work is not obscene,
any party is firee to show or disseminate said work on the
campus in tcccKtance with established University procedures
regwding >iid showing ot dissemination.
t> rKE REVIEW COMMITTEE may develop any further
inScuiai rules and regulations which it deems necessary to fulfill
its responsibilities.
4. These guidelines do
apply to University academic
research, classroom related instruction, and sponsored student
educations! endeavors.
5, These guidelines have been agreed to end ar. recommended
for adoption to the Board of Trurtees of Wright State University.^

•

Wright State University Dayton. PNo

OTHKR STUDENTS involved
were Student Caucus Chairer
George Sideras, former UCB
Chairer Ted Staton and former
Student Ombudsman Mark Halstead.
Participating for the administration were Elenore Koch,
vice-president for academic support services and Dr. Eugene
Cantclupe, dean of the college of
liberal arts.
Assistant Professor of Communications James Sayer and
Associate Geology Professor Paul
Pushkar also sat in on the
participant observer status.
THE GUIDELINES have also
received the approval of both the
Faculty Affairs Committee and
the Academic Council Steering
Committee, but at no time did
the fa rulty have a voice in the
final decision to approve the
guidelines, said Lynch.
"The faculty is a third party to
the negotiations." said Koch.
"We appreciate their input and
partic.Ration, but they must reWSl Undents looking for •
to hKfc at the Med
alize these arc guidelines to end
School yesterday when a pipe bant.
Photo coartcsy of G u y Floyd
a court case between the students and the administration.
"These guidelines are the concerns of the (negotiating) comfloors of that part of the building
By CHIPP SWINDLER
mittee." said Koch, adding that
were flooded. As much as two
and
she was impressed with the
inches of water covered the floor
RON WUKESON
maturity of the student negotiaGuardian Writers
in places.
tors but emphasized that she
The building's high voltage
thought some areas should have
The Wright State School of lines were in the Hooded portion
been tougher.
of the basement. This forced the
Medicine
building
was
deluged
ONE CONCERN Koch had was
evacuation of the building at 4:30
that no penalty would be placed yesterd?.v after an automatic
p.m. said Spitler.
on groups showing films which sprinkler head on the fourth floor
The flooding was caused by a
"penthouse" burst.
are declared obscene.
According to WSU Security frozen water pipe nest to an
"One thing which has botherouter wall in a room on the
ed me is some students might Officer Ralph Spltler. the first
building's fourth floor. It was
«;nt to see how far they could go call concerning the problem came
caused by the failure of a heating
at
4:26
p.m.
Another
security
in the types of films which they
unit in the room. The reason for
officer,
who
asked
his
name
not
could get by the review committhe failure is not known, said
tee," she said. "They woi>J<j be used, said that the pipe may
maintainence personnel.
have to psy half the cost of the have broken as early as an hour
Locksmith Mike Merrick said
rental of the film (for the review before it caught anybody's attenthat "after a coup!- of trips up
tion.
by the committee)."
therv
1 finally found where the
"THE FIRST thing I saw,"
Lyncn said that as the guidepipe was broken." The broken
lines are now written, the as- said the officer, "it looked like
pipe coupling, he added, was
sumj jun is made that the Uni- Niagra Falls, coming down the
removed and saved as evidence.
versi v would fund this commit- step.", over the sides."
MERRICK SAID that he called
"Fortunately there was a
tee including the cost of the
dowvj the stairs to maintainence
films' rentals for the showing to maintainence man in the security
office when we eo< the call." said man Fortvnato Aguayo to help
the committee.
him shut off the sprinkler sysANOTHER CHANGE which Spitler. The maintainence man
tem. Dr. Edward Spanier. asKoch said she waKted to see in immediately went to the building
sociate dean of the school of
the final version was the broad- He then called back saying that
medicine, h.-id also found the
ening of the are'iS covered by the the building should be evacuated
review to incfude .nuhi-media due to the possibility of electrical leak.
Aguayo noted that Dr. Spanier
trouble.
events.
The water fell from the north- had the water partially shut off
The guidelines currently cover
only "film and/or a live dramatic east end of the building. All four (See 'WATER.' page 7)
plav."
"I fought to have this phrase
changed," Koch said. "Today
everything
is
multi-media,
Partly cicydy Friday. Highs from 20 to 30. Lows Friday night
though 1 don't think out intelfrom zero tc 20. Snow Saturday with highs from 20 to 30.
{SM •OBSCENITY', page 8)

ii

Med school floods

friday
weather
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Strike moves t o w a r d end
By United Pre»» International
An Ohio United Mine Workers
union leader was summoned to
Washington Thursday as a settlement appeared to be near in the
nationwide coal strike but an
electric utility spokesman emphasized that conservation is still
important until production is resumed.
John Guzek. picsident of Uni-

Strikers
clash
NITRO.
W.Va.
(UPlF-A
spokesman for Appalachian
Power's John Amos plant in
Nitro confirmed a report of a
confrontation
Wednesday
evening between pickets at
the plant and those attempting to enter.
The United Steelworkers of
America Local 8621 have been
on strike since Jan. 18. The
spokesman refused to comment on a report that the
pickets included miners trying
to halt a trainload of coal.
The spokesman said he
didn't know who was involved
only thai "there was a confrontation" by a "fairly good
size group," and that it was
"nothing of major nature."
He said he didn't know if
police had been called to the
scene.
HE REFUSED to comment
on reports that striking United
Mine Workers had shown up
at the plant to halt a trainload
of non-union coal.
The spokesman said, "This
is the statement I wart to
make. I'm doing everything I
can to male that plant oper
ate."
A miner from Cabin Creek
said a group of miners left a
meeting in Cedar Grove Wednesday night, bound for the
power plant.
WEST VIRGINIA State Police at South Charleston said
Thursday they had patrols
near the plant, but there were
no reports of trouble.

We care a b o u t
b o t h of you...

lloiiicmlinf

Southern Ohio Electric Co. which
ted Mine Worders Union District
serves 1,340.000 customers in 24
6 headquartered in Bellaire with
counties,
took issue with those
16,000 members in eastern Ohio
and the Northern Panhandle of ' reports.
"Settlement, until coal starts
West Virginia, is a member of
to move, doesn't mean anything
the IJMW Bargaining Council
and that's our problem." said
which must approve the contract
before it is presented f w ratifica- Sisinger.
Sisinger said the Peabody
tion.
mines could produce about half
"NO SETTLEMENT has been
the
coal needed by some of his
reached and from what I underutility's units but the rest has to
stand from the telephone call,
be shipped in.
they !the UMW negotiators), are
"WE HAVE 90 suppliers and
calling the Bargaining Council to
bear in mind, all the suppliers we
Washington for guidance." said
have supply other companies
Guzek. "That could mean they
than us and they will be demandhave gone as far as they can on
ing
the maximum amount of coal
one subject and tentatively athe day the miners go back to
greed to leave it up to the
work," said Sisinger.
Bargaining Council to see wheth"To bring coal production back
er they can accept or not."
up to normal in a couple of days
Guzek also said the miners are
is impossible. People are going
ready for production as soon as
to think that as soon as a
the conttact is ratified.
settlement is reached, there is no
"We can be putting out coal
problem any more. That is just
the day they go back into the
not so."
mines." said Guzek. "There will
Sisinger said he did not think
probably be a little dead work to
do but that is only on the first the statement by Guzek was
"realistic."
eight-hour shift. Those mines
have been kept up."
"MINERS. ALL of them, do
North American Coal Co., Connot go back that first day,"
solidation Coal Co. and Peabody
said
Sisinger. "We don't start
Coal Co. all said their mines arc
ready to resume production al- receiving a normal supply of coal
the first or second or third day.
most immediately.
Individual plants maybe. If PeaHOWEVER, ROBERT E. Sisbody can start up that will help
ingcr, vice president for corporimmenselv."
ate affairs for Columbus &

Sadat arrives in Morocco
RABAT. Morocco (UPII—Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived in Morocco Thursday on
the first leg of an 8-nation tour
that will take him to the United
States for weekend 'alks with
President Carter on the stalled
Middle Fast peace negotiations.
Launching a new phase of his
peace initiative. Sadat arrived at
Rabat-Sale nirport at 3:IS p.m..
10:15 a.m. F.ST. from Cairo
where he -.aid. "I hope this trip
will add some momentum to the
peace process."
He was mei at the airport by
Morocco's King Hassan II. one of
the « ronHest backers of Sadat's
peace a-iliatives with Uriel
SAOArS STOPOVER in Morocco was seen as a challenge to
hardline Arab critics of ;hose
initiatives who are currently
meeting in Algiers.
3 he Egyptian president - a s
accompanied by foreign Minister

"If

Mohammed Kamel and Parliament Speaker Savod Marei.
He will fly on to Washington
on Friday. After leaving the
United States the following Wednesday he will visit Great Britain.
West Germany. Austria. Romania, France and Italy enroute back
to F.gvpt.
SADAT ARRIVED as Israeli
Defense Minister Ezcr Weizman
and his negotiating team flew
back to Tel Aviv from Cairo,
failir.g to reach agreement with
Egypt on the issue of Israeli
withdrawal from the Sinai wise rt.
U.S. Secretary of State Alfred
Athcrton wound up a 12-day
tnissicn to Israel and Egypt and
left CVro today for Washington,
•vherr he *i?I arrive ahead of
Sad*! with Egyptian "ideas"
about a iraiH dec'sratkir. of peace
principles.

A I V A R M WELCOME
it extended to yoo
To bear a FREE Christian Science Lecture
ENTITLED
I f v i D i V I D U A L I Z I N G GOD'S POWER

#

by Mils Jessica Pick»u. CS
Membor of the Christian Science Board of Lectureship,
The First Church of Ovist. Scientist, in Boston, Massachusetts

223X46
friendship
confidential canfree pregnancy test Z

S A T U R D A Y . FEB. 4. 1978, 3 P.M.
AT
THE V i C T O R Y T H E A T E R
North Main Street at First Street
Dayton, Ohio
Sponsored by Second Church of Christ. Scientist.
Dayton
CHILD CARE PROVIDED
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Phil sees shadow
PUNXSUTAWNEY. Pa. (UPI)-Sorry, folks, there will be no letup
to winter.
Phil the Goundhog. whose ancestors allegedly have predicted
the severity of winter for 91 years, skittered out of his burrow at
dawn Thursday, saw his shadow, and slunk back inside.
That, legend goes, means we can expect another si* weeks of
miserable winter weather.
LEGEND HAS IT THAT Punxsutawney Phil has emerged from
his home on Gobbler's Nob every Feb. 2 since 1887 to look for his
shadow. Supposedly, if he sees his shadow, there will be sia more
weeks of winter. If he does not, spring is around the corner.
Phil, so his supporters in this coal-mining town of western
Pennsylvania would have you believe, has seen his shadow just
twice in II years
After struggling through last year's frigid temperatures and this
year's mountains of snow, persons living in the nation's "cold
belt" might just wonder whether there is, after all, something to
Punxsutawney Phil.
GOUNDHOG DAV IS a kin to a religious holiday in
Punxsutawney, as it was in Europe centuries .-go where Feb. 2 was
celebrated as Candlemas Day.
But for residents of the town of 10.000 persons. Groundhog Day
is a day o f fun. a day to be enjoyed while the nation awaits word of
Phil.
Charles Erhard, president r't the Punxsutawney Groundhog
Club, says, "Groundhogism" isn't a religion in this "God-fearing
community," but it does amount to a tongue-in-check cult.
AND THE CIVIC COMPLEX that houses the mayor and the rest
of the town's government also is home for the town's mascots,
groundhogs Phil and Phyllis, who weigh about 40 pounds each.

Nicaragua stops
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (UP!)—The nationwide strike to topple
dictator Ariastasio Somoza gained momentum Thursday, with truck
drivers halting deliveries of gasoline, doctors shutting down
hospitals and panic-buying emptying foodstores.
A leading opposition newspaper said Wednesday soldiers had
killed six unti-governinent demonstrators. Strike leaders said the
11 -day stoppage that has closed 80 percent of the country's
business "will continue indefinitely."
National Guard troops took over parts of the country's only oil
refinery, an Esso installation in the capital, to keep the 1.000
non-striking workers inside Wednesday.
B I T TRICK DRIVERS HALTED distribution of oil and
gasoline, shutting down 37 of the capital's 47 service stations and
crippling transportation throughout the country.
"The only people who car. drive new are those who have their
own gasoline." a Managua taxi driver said. "Outside the city, it's
almost impossible to travel unless one takes his own fuel."

Soviets dock in space
MOSCOW (UP!) For the first 'ime in the history of manned
spaceflights, Soviet cosmonauts today successfully carried out an
cuter space refueling of jet and rocket engines aboard their Salyut
o space laboratory.
Cosmonaut Yuri Romanenke and Georgy Grechko had been
preparing for the touchy maneuver for days, double-checking all
connections and readying their space craft.

It s enough to Keep you i n hot water.
Pay utility bills vvtth what you can
earn monthly by donating plasma

p plasma ailiar>ce
165 Helena St. 224-1973

7 a n dally plaa
M-Th
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Campers a 'hazard'

COLUMBUS (UPI)—The administration of Gov,
James A. Rhodes Thursday made the first
move to evict a small group of demonstrators
which has been camping in the Statehouse
rotunda for more than two weeks seeking a
meditation period in Ohio public schools.
The Department of Administrative Services,
which is in charge of state property, sought a
Franklin County Court order to eject Mrs. Rita
Warren of Brockton, Mass., and a handful of
followers.
Emit F. Bratka, chief of the bureau of
buildings, maintenance and security, said the
state attorney general's office asked for the
court order to remove Mrs. Warren's group on
grounds that it created "a hazard and inconvenience."
BRATKA SAID THE order to evict the group
came from Richard D. Jackson, director of
administrative services. He said the group.

known as the Christian Civil Liberties Union.
would be given until Friday morning to leave
the rotunda.
If they refused, he said, the state would seek
court enforcement.
Mrs. Warren said she would not leave. "1
don't care who gives the order." she said. "1
don't care if Gov. Rhodes gives the order. 1
don't care if President Carter gives the order.
We have our constitutional rights."
THE DEMONSTRATORS HAVE slept in the
rotunda on blankets, watched television, sung,
played guitars and typed up news releases.
Earlier this week, they set up a mock funeral
with a casket and flowers portraying the "death
of democracy" because of the failure of the
Senate to act on a House-passed bill requiring
one minute of daily meditation in public
schools.

Columbia Gas eats cost
WASHINGTON (UPD—Administrative law Judge Samuel Kanell
of the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commiision Thursday said Columbia Gas Transmission Corp.
acted "unwisely" in its gas
distribution last winter and prohibited the firm from passing on
to its customers S2.1 million in
extra charges for emergency gas.
Sen. Howard Metzenbaum. IDOhio), charged in February 1977,
that Columbia had improperly
cancelled its curtailment plan a
fe* months earlier and had sold
20,7 billion cubic feet of gas that
could have been saved for, the
winter heating season.
Kanell found that most of the
seven billion cubic feet of gas
bought by Columbia at high
prices on an emergency basis
replaced gas that had been used
for high priority human needs,
including home heating. He said
Columbia was entitled to pass on
ihe cost of gas used in that way.
KANELL ALSO said that about
1.15 billion cubic feet of the
emergency gas replaced fuel that
had been burned to heat industrial boilers.
Noting that much of the initial
withdrawal from Columbia's storage system occurred during a

230 Xenia Ave.
Yellow
Springs
767-1144

cold spell in the last weeks of
October, 1976, Kanell said Columbia acted unwisely by continuing during that period to serve its
low priority industrial boiler customers. He said Columbia could
not pass on the cost of replacing
gas used in that manner.

At b u t , a a w for snow.

The judge said Columbia paid
an extra $1.86 per thousand
cubic feet to get its emergency
replacement gas. Using that figure, he barred Columbia from
charging its customers J2.', million for fuel used to replace that
burned by industrial customers.

Guardian photo/BO! Jacob*
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Court orders OU to pay
COLUMBUS (UPI)—The Ohio
Supreme Court Thursday upheld
a lowe: court order holding Ohio
University liable for damages to
students who were denied an
accredited degree when the university phased out its School of
Architecture in May. 1974.
The court refused to consider
»n October. 1977 Franklin County Court of Appeals decision
holding that OU "h?d an implied
contract with its students to
provide an accredited architectural degree."
With the decision, the case
'cv-Tts to the Ohio Court of
Claims where it originated for
the court to set actual or implied
damages.
Fifteen OU students, who enrolled in the School of Architecture even though it had lost its
National Architectural Accrediting Board accreditation in 1969.
filed the suit on Jun* 27, 1975.

The plaintiff, two of whom
eventually removed themselves
from the case, claimed OU "misrepresented itself regarding the
status of accreditation of the
School of Architecture."

Ham.prosciuttini, salami.
c a p p a c o l a a n d c h e e s e g a r n i s h e d w ith
onion, t o m a t o e s , lettuce, oil &
vinegar, oregano.

Reg. $ 1 . 2 5

salt a n d pepper

GIANT $2 4 0

FKKK l>M.IV HH >
w i t h i n limited area
( v a r y i n g m i n i m u m order)
258-2722
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T he Winds Cafe features
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whole foods, quick, wholesome
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Obscenity

Is it worth it

At a lime like this, one is tempted to repeat President Gerald
ford's famous quote. "Our long national nightmare is over. " One
thing wrong with using this quote is that the nightmare is local and
for all we know, it may have just begun.
Deep Throat is finally lowering its ugly heed. After a year and
one-half of moves, counter moves, and counter-counter moves by
both the students and administration in the Deep Throat obscenity
suit a compromise has been struck. Wright State University has its
long awaited obscenity guidelines at last.
The guidelines, if adopted by the WSU Board of Trustees, will
mandate the forming of a review committee to determine what
constitutes obscenity on the Wright State University campus. It
will rule on the suitability of play and films, and nothing else.
While it is good that the spectre of academic censorship has
been removed by this limitation, it is absurd that this should
happen at an institution of higher education. By the time cne is old
enough to go to college, that person should also be able to decide
for themselves what movies they want to see or plays to attend.
Has the setting of obscenity guidelines brought a pandora s box
onto campus? A box which could easily be opened by any
individual in an attempt to force his views and beliefs on the
University community,*
Yes. it is good that the suit has finally been settled, but are we
ready for the possible limitations on the freedom of expression.
We certainly hope the committee is chosen wisely. It has to be a
committee which would not be able to bend to public or private
pressure. It must be able to look out for the interest of the entire
community and not the wishes of a few.
While the best situation would be one in which the University
would not be in the business of deciding questions of obscenity, we
must face reality.
In doing so. we wish whoever gets this difficult Job the best of
luck and hope they deeply consider the First Amendment in
making their decisions.

A f r i e n d in n e e d
For J long time, it has seemed as if the idea of being a "good
citizen, and caring for the plight of our fellow man was a conctpt
whose time had come and gone But leave it to mother nature to
bring out the best in all of us
By moth, nasat. we refer to the recent bit of inelememt
weather As -myoM •»kit haz a radio or television pratably knows,
<J fcw Of people had a rough time fust surviving this last bit of
nature's wrath.
Many of these people would not have mndc it through alive kaJ
,1 not teen for the efforts of a ht «/ people Alt ost everyone who
had a four wheel dr.ve vehicle lent I i,.md in transporting ,-ss°ntial
public servants and medical personnel. Food ami shelter were
donated by countless people to help fAoje who were stranded to
survive the ordeal. And "f eoune the American Ked Cross did it s
usual outstanding job in caring for some of the less fortunate.
Maybe u's a rebirth of the old concept of the kind of America
thai thev taught us in elementary school. Maybe it won I iast long
Hut while il lasts, it certainly is an inspiration to some long time
cynics It's a itgn mat Americans still care enough about one
another to go out oj their way 'o help.
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By John Salyer-

Energy can't last forever
As 1 sit in my poorly constructsd. poorly
insulated apartment and watch the snow pile
up to a height of four feet outside my back
door. I am forced to think about what it might
be like if we had to brave these midwest
winters without the comfort of our well heated
homes.
A ridiculous idea you say. maybe it's not as
ridiculous as it seems. For years r.ow, everyone. from the National Science Foundation to
the Pre-ident of the United States, has been
telling us that our sources of energy are
becoming severely limited. And yet, what has
actually been done to help us prepare for our
energy needs of the future? Congress has failed
to act on any sort of comprehensive energy
legislation to date.
THE SERIOUSNESS of the effects of an
energy shortage were evident during the oil
embargo of 1974. but since then the public
interest in such matters seems to have dropped
to almost nil.
Since 1900, the total consumtion of energy
per year for the United States has risen
approximately seven times.
Most of this energy is coming from the
burning of fossil fuels, which take millions of
years to form and are virtually irreplaceable.
IT HAS been estimated that there were about
100 billion barrels of oil to be recovered in the
United States when oil production began. Half
of this amount has now been produced, and our
consumption of natural gas and petroleum has
been increasing over recent years at a rate of
about 4 percent a year.
The would'-, reserves of natural gas and
;iitro!eum are severely limited. If per capita
consumption remains frozen at present levels,
then it is estimated that the world's reserves of
these fuel sources will be exhausted in
approximately 80 years. An annual growth rate
of only 2 percent would decrease this number
to 50 years, and at the current 4 perent growth
rate, the world wil run out of petroleum in
about 35 years.
If something isn't done soon, the world's
economy, which is so dependent on petroleum,
will suffer. This is not to mention the overall
standard of living in the United States as well
as the rest of the world.
THE EFFECTS ON the international economy arc already being felt. Our increasing
dependence on foreign oil has caused the U.S.
to spend staggering amounts of money abroad
to purchase much needed oil This increase cf
American dollars on the foreign money market
has caused the dollar, traditionally one of the
most stable currencies, to suffer severe setV. backs lately

These economic considerations may not seem
to have much bearing on the average American, but this simply isn't true. If the U.S.
economy suffers as a whole, then the Middle
class Americans will eventually suffer as they
are the backbone of the economy.
The long range affects .rf the energy crisis we
all face goes far beyond a detached discussion
of economics. If our increasing demands for
more energy go unchecked, and new sources
arc not developed with great expediency, then
the very survival of the culture of man as we
now know it is threatened.
THE POWER BROWNOUTS in the eastern
United States during the late 1960's are only a
sample of what may lay in store for us all, if
sound long range planning isn't instituted very
soon. Last winter in Ohio was another warning
of w hat the future could hold for us, yet these
warnings seem to be going unheeded.
There are alternatives to having to live in
Ohio during the winter and wondering whether
or not we are going to have enough natural gas.
fuel oil, or electricity to heat our homes and
places of business in the future. We can cither
find some new. cheap, pollution free source of
energy that will meet our expanding energy
needs and cin be developed in the next few
years, (an extremely unlikely possibility) or we
can learn to use the energy resources we now
have more efficiently.
There arc several sources of energy, other
than fossil fuels, being investigated currently.
One such source, water power, has been used
for centuries Even though many hydroelectric
plants have been bu2* in the last thirty years,
the future potential of water as an energy
source does not seem too promising. In the
colder climate, water is not a feasible energy
source because even the largest rivers freeze
during the cold winter months. Besides,
engineers estimate that, even if it were
possible to harness the water power of all the
major rivers of the world, this would yield only
10 percent of our present energy requirements.
SOLAR ENERGY is by far the most abundant
source of energy available to us. The sun
provides us with more energy every year than
we arc new using.
The problem, in the past, has been to make it
economical to convert the sun's energy to a
form wc could readily use. This problem is far
from solved, and we are a long way from the
time when wc have the technology to make the
suns energy available to all people. However,
progress is being made, albeit slow progress.
I See •ENERGY,' page 5)

Energy
(Continued from page 4)
When nuclear energy was first
discovered and developed, it was
labeled as the most promising
energy source of the future. That
was 30 years ago and. now that
the future is beginning to dawn
on the nuclear age, it still hasn't
proved to be cur deliverance
from the energy crisis.
THE REASONS for the setbacks in the development of
nuclear energy arc numerous and
complex. The problem of disposing of all the radioactive waste
that these fission plants produce
is becoming more distressing.
Recently many questions have
been raised as to whether or not
we yet possess the technology to
insure the safe operating of these
potentially dangerous plants, especially near large generating
urban centers. The recent accident involving a nuclear generating plant in Colorado seems to
lena some credibility to these
claims.
There is also a limited amount
of the fuel that these plants use.
Uranium-235, the fuel that nuclear power plants now use is
relatively rare, making up less
than I percent of naturally occuring uranium.
The cost of building, maintaining, and insuring these complex
nuclear plants is quickly reaching
prohibitive levels.
PRESIDENT CARTER'S an
swer to our present energy problems is based primarily on the
conversion of our current 6il
based industries, to a coal based
energy structure. Reserves of
coal in the United States have an
energy equivalent 33 times that
of oil and natural gas. On a world
wide basis, it is only about 10
times as much. It is estimated
that by shifting to a coal based
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energy structure we could supply
our energy needs for at least
another century, maybe longer.
But coal has it's drawbacks
also. In the last few decades, the
concentration of carbondioxide in
the atmosphere has increased
from 290 parts per million to 320
parts per million, mainly because
of the burning a! fossil fuels. If
we allow our energy requirements to be met over the next
century by the burning of vast
amounts of coal, then the concentration of carbon dioxid? in
the atmosphere will invariably
increase more than it already
has. Scientists are still arguing
about how much of a detrimental
effect this will have.
Much of the coal that is
available in the U.S. has a high
sulpher content. Burning this
coal would pollute our atmosphere with such toxins as supher
dioxide and sulpher trioxide in
unacceptable amounts, if present
combustion techniques are used.
IF AI.I. OF these vast coal
reserves are to be burned, it is
evident that we must first apply
ourselves to the problem of
developing methods of removing
the sulphur from the coal somewhere during the process of
converting it to heat energy. W»
must also be completely sure that
the release of these additional
amounts of carbon dioxide will
not harm our environment on a
planetary scale.
If our present level of technical
ability and scientific knowledge
remains unchanged, then the
continuation of our current energy intensive society definitely
seems remote. But. as always,
science marches on and technology continues to eipand at an
exponential rate.
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A crash course on a bus

When Joe "Crash" Shindell learned that he
was going to be interviewed by The Daily
Guardian, his first reaction was, "Aha, now I
can get even with everyone." But during the
interview, Shindell's only complaint was that
most of the drivers at Wright State University
are inconsiderate and rude.
"They never let anyone in front of them or
out at an intersection." Many times at an
intersection Shindel! .ets out of his bus and
stops the oncoming traffic so he can make his
trips on time.
SHINDELL IS the morning bus driver of the
K-line. the bus that travels between the K-lot
and the university.
His shift is hetweei: 7:30 and 2 He estimates
that he drives between 300 and 500 people
every day during his 25 rounds.
"Everyone is pretty nice," Shindell rationalized. "I kid around with those 1 know can take
it. and in turn they bug the hell out of me.
You're attracted to those that are xttracted to
you."
HAVING RECENTLY returned to work, after
being off with the flu. one regular, happy to
have him back, greeted Shindell with, "Have a
nice day. and 1 hope your nose stuffs up
again." "Ya," Shindell retaliated, "I'm going
to breathe on you and hope that you get it."
He has been driving the K-line for a year and
a half. Not only has the job provided Shindell
with an income, it has also given him a
nickname: Crash.
"One of the more classic mo, aents in my life,
one that will always remain in the pit of my
stomach, was when the bus' brakes failed, and
1 totaled the Wright State police cruiser."
According to Shindell, the policemen weren't
hurt seriously, but they refuse to travel in froni
of him now.
SHINDELL, A native of North Arlington.

New Jersey, came to Dayton in 1971. "I was
supposed to study music ir New York, but 1 got
disgusted while standing in the registration
line. I called my sister here in Dayton, and she
told mc about Wright State. Within 10 days. I
was accepted and had a dorm. I suppose that
they wanted the extra $1,000 because 1 was
from out of state."
Having taken classes on a part time basis for
many years. Shindell is now a senior majoring
in elementary education.
Shindell's appearance once caused an instructor to tell him that he didn't belong in
education. "This individual didn't like my
appearance even though this person knew my
background and qualifications. My beard and
long hair made all the difference."
SHINDELL HAS sung in choirs since he was
six years old. He has taken Italian opera
lessons for two years and he has performed
with the New Jersey All State Choir in the
convention center in Atlantic city and with the
Pro Arte Double Chorale in the New York
Philharmonic Hall and in Carnegie Hall. He
was also active in New Jersey's community
theaters.
Music has always been one of Shindell's
most important interests. He even has a
FM cassette player in his bus. "Purely for
selfish reasons." he says. "I'd go crazy from
boredom without it."
Currently Shindell. a self-taught guitarist,
apears with Dow and Astrid every weekend at
the Underground on Far Hills Road. He also
spends his spare time acting in local amateur
films
SHINDELL AND his wife Dunne are expecting their first baby in a few weeks. In the
future if finances permit it. Shindell would like
to live in New York City, but for now he's
satisfied with Davton.
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Q Valentine's day is coming!

Let the special person
I in your Me know how you feel -put a
valentine message in the Feb. 14
DAILY G U A R D I A N .
Only $1.00
per column inch space.
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UCB shows Rocky'
By DANIEL P1CKREL
Guardian Stall Writer
Rocky is more ih»n a Film
about a small time prize Fighter
who gets the big break to fight
for the heavy weight boxing title
of the world.
It is a film about a man, like so
many people in this world who
are existing far below their potential, that is given a chance to
prove that he does, indeed, have
what it takes to become a sue-

SYLVESTER STALLONE, who
wrote the origir.al film script,
turned down a $256,000 offer to
sell the film rights in order to
make sure that he received the
title role.
Stallone also managed to get
his family into the picture by
using his father as the time
keeper in the fight scene, and by
having his brother write a song
for the movie and sing with tfcc
street corner singers.
He even got his dog Bukus into

the picture, he was the dog that
Adrian gave Rocky.
TAL1A SHIRE, who made
brief, effective appearances in
two Godfather films, plays
Rocky's
girlfriend
Adrian.
Adrian's sex life begins with
Rocky.
Shire's performance cut only
be described as genuinely touching. Her acting is strong enough
to carry that of Stallone's, whose
exaggerated gestures remind one
of an impressionist who overdoes
motions to get the effect across.
Burt Young plays Rocky's beer
guzzling friend and succeeds at
portraying an intoxicated fool.
STALLONE ADMITTED that
he was inspired to write this
movie after watching the 1975
fight between Chuck Wepner,
better known as "The Bayonne
Bleeder", and Muhammed Ali.
Rocky will be shown by the
University Center Board today
and Saturday at 6:30, 8:25, and
10:20 p.m. in 112 Oelman hall.
Admission is SI.

Cooper-Dodge (above) will headliae tonight's
"Winterfest." Inter-Club Council's winter
quarter celebration. The festival is being held
tonight after falling victim to last week's
blizzard. The theme of the night is "Bluegrass
and Beer." Appearing along with CooperDodge will be Catherine David and Geno the
Clown.

Cooper-Dodge will make their first appearencc of the night at 8:30, playing until Geno
returns at 9:30 for another 15-minute performance. Catherine David returns at 10:00 for a
45-minute set. Cooper-Dodge will then play
their country-style music for the rest of the
night, except for another performance by Geno
b-tween 11:45 and midnight. The music lasts
i.ntil I a.m.

BETA PHI Omega announces
its annual St. Valentines Day
Massacre Party to be held
Feb. 11. 1978 at the Willows
on Alex Bell Rd. Price is $1.50
at the door. BYOB. mixers
and munchies provided ?-?
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Classified Ads,

For Sale
TOR SALE: "Ultimate" PATV pro-amp. 40 hrs. of light
use. Dvnaco's very best!
$225.00. Pern 252-5034. 2-2
2 WSU instruction fee certificates. each good up to 5 hrs
grad undcrgrad tuition. SI 15
each. 294-4619 evenings. 2-28
FOR SALE: AKC Siberian
hi.sky puppies. Nine weeks
old, wormed, temporary vaccine. For details call 233-7998
(evenings) or see Ruth in 142
Biological Sciences Phase II
(days) 2-1
TASCAM H-track s'.idio now
opei. for production. Format
in-.!ud-« full t*BX. limiting,
?necio.l effect' Kitd professional engineering an>' mLidown.
Low rates. Call Steve at 8780187. 1 31
SALE! SALE I The Hollow
Tree is having s -rale Jan.
30-Fcb. 3, from 11-4 daily.
!5% on all merchandise I A
reception with refreshments
will be held on Fri., Feb. 3.
1-31

Housing
FOR RENT: Farm House, to
WSU couple, all electric, n t i r
Jamestown, farai work availab l e P.O. Boa 252 Davlon, Oh
45419 1-25
LOOKING FOR someone who
needs nxxnmale to *h*re apt.
« boose Can sptrt coBa work
full-time. Call Toes, 433-5781,
after 6 p.m. 1-23

ROOMS: Need a female to
help me pay expenses at
Bonnie Villa apartments. If
interested, please call Miss
Simmons at 426-5577. $94 a
month, plus one-haif utilities.
2-2

Automotive
FOR SALE: I*>64 VW Bug.
Recently overhauled: RBLT
Eng. new brakes, RBLT starter, hurst shifter, E-60xl4 tires
and wheels, new battery, new
voltage regulator, runs great
and excellent transportation
$500 or best offer. WSU Box
U207 or call 252-3966 anytime. 2-2
FOR SALE: Extra Valui! 71'
Bl i'-k La Sabre Custom, new
t r a d , brakes, ALC. 79.000
miles, needs transmission
work, reduced to only $795.00
Call Perry 252-5034. 2-2
FOR SALE: '75 Van,,ha RD
350. ex. cond. lo miles. Must
see to appreciate, will sacrifice. Call 878-3627 7-1
FOR SALE: 1976 KZ 400 Ka
wasaki. Copper whh helmet.
2500 miles, ex&llent condition. Must sell-$>.000. Reply
Mailbox L232 or call 837-0924
after six. 1-31
GOOD TRANSPORTATION—
1975 Maverick; low miles;
reasonable. Phone 233-4996 or
873-2945 and ask for Harris.
1-26-2

Wanted
NEED A RIDE to Huber
Heights. Chambersburg Rd
and Troy Pike area around
noon or one o'clock. Monday.
Wednesday. Thursday, and
friday. Will help with gas.
Contact Tom, mailbox no.
OI41. i-26-2
WANTED: A good home for
an adorable female tabby cat.
She w as found on campus and
has a crippled back leg Will
spay. Call 426-7354, if interested. 1-31

Help Wanted
ARTISTS MODELS needed.
Approximately 10 hrs./wk.
$2.00 an hour. Call Thomas at
859 5496. 1-26-2
Ladies!!! Part time work, as
much as $4.50 an hour. Call
878-1478 or 879-24S4. 2 2-10

Lost & Found
LOST AND FOUND: Lost,
pair of brown mittens with
white trim. Lost in room 223
M. Return would be greatly
appreciated. Please reply to
Dori at Box No. B725. 2-2
LOST: One pair of glasses in
white case with pink flowers.
If found return to candy
counter or call 878-2170. 2-2

Miscellaneous
GOT THE Munchies* Visit
the Alpha Xi's Bake Sale at
Allyen Hall Thursday. Feb. 2.
from 10-2. 1-31

OUALITY TYPING: Short pa
pers or Ihesis. 60 cents a.p^gc
236-8562. Clip and Save. 1-31
SADAT MADE it to Israel...
HOW ABOUT YOU? Israeli
Government offers subsidized
trips. Israel Programs, 1580
Summit.
Cincinnati.
OH
45237. (513) 761-7500. 12-21
3-10
GET YOURS!! Don't be the
last one to get your UCB
application, they are available
at many points around campus. Pick one up today!! 2-2
BRIEF SUMMARY
Any men associated with
the Omega Psi Phi Fraternity
who attend WSU. undergraduate or graduate plea.se contact Mr. Courtney Canty at
878-1940 between Feb. 1,
1978 and Feb. 9. 1978.
TYPING DONE in my home.
.75 per page. Call 426-9471.
2-2-8
HAVE YOU got your UCB
application yet? No?? Then
stop by our booth at Winterfest for more info&applicfctions. 2-2

Personals
TO TIM: (Salty) You were
specially chosen to sample
snowball Inc. Nature's finest
snowball. Did you enjoy thr
product? Remember its T
tures finest. From Snowbai:
Incoporated. 1-3'
GREG FLETCHER or Mike
Cope; Which would you vote
for?? 1-31
YOU GOT a flat tire, got stuck
in the snow. Poor Mike Cope
didn't know where to go. Vote
for Greg as CHAPLIN. 1-31

Late Ads
AM FM STEREO 8-track car
player; 3 months old; $55.00.
call Linda at 236-9329. 2-3
COME AND watch your prof
play wheelchair basketball against the student team.
Game will be played Fri..
Feb. in the main gym. Admission is free! 2-3
HELP WANTED: Pick up M,
T. W. TH. F, at 9:00 a.m. and
return to 11821 Frost Road at
3:45 p.m. Tipp City. Ohio.
Telephone 222-1671 or 6671998. 2-3
MY 4-year old boy needs a
record player for his Beethoven record collection-lf you
have one for a modest price,
call Jim at 252-4896. 2-3
MR. ROTC. I saw you in your
10:10 Biology class. Wed.. I
just want to say that you have
the prettist eyes and you are
an ebonly prince. If you wish
to reply, put an ad in the
Guardian, to Karen with your
name. 2-3
LOST: Male dane (bundle).
Friendly barks to name Fredo.
Lost Saturday in vicinity of
WSU, Beavercreek. & Page
Manor. Call 426-5692. 2-3
WRESTLERS:
Congratulations on being the highest
nationally ranked WSU team.
We are prouci of you. 2-3
LAUREN: You've been a
great, pledge and you'll be a
dynamite activc. Congratulations and good luck. Your
heart sis, Karen. 2-3
WSU: When was the last time
you had a good "Wet Dream'?
Coming soon! 2-3
DELTA ZETA Pledges: Its
almost here! Congratulations
and good luck. 2-3
WRESTLERS:
Congratulations on being rated 14th
nationally. Good luck this
week. Your cheerleaders. 2-3
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Baby Grand has distinctive
By R.L. METCALF
Guard tan Mu.lc Writer

After five years together, the
three-man band Baby Grand has
released their debut album.
BABY GRAND, ft', . collection
of eight upbeat pop tunes with
catchy hooks and competent
musicianship.
The songs most likely to get
AM airplay are Never Enough
and Bring Me Your Broken
Heart. Never Enough is a song
about the attempts of various
hypocrites to shape a young
man's life and attitudes, featuring an infectious hookline. Brok
en Heart is an upbeat love song.
Can't keep it inside also seems a
possibility, in light of the Bee
Gees' current disco streak. The
chorur, with its danceable
rhythm, vocal harmonies and
falsetto backing vocals, would

make ft attractive to AM/disco
fans. It features a good, fairly
lengthy guitar solo by Eric Ba/il

At times the lyrics of the songs
are effective, such as in Never
EnougA -although. at times, they
do come on a bit strong. A
particularly good line refers to
the narrator's boss, who "supervises people like me who cannot
decide." Another song about
boys who will never be men-or at
least their own men-is Alligator
Drive: "I might even take a
stand/Mama you say the wordyou could make it very easy."
Other lyrics just don't invite
iistener involvement. A perfect
example is Boy in the Band, the
only non-upbeat tune on the Ip,
about an abortive romance between a sax player/officer boy
and a cold co-worker. Perhaps it
does not work well because the

| y r i c s are
lyrics
ire too
loo evident in this
thi«
song; the most enjoyable «ongs
are the ones in which the lyncs
arc secondary, the vehicle for
carrying the melody.
THE MUSICIANSHIP is good,
besides BaziUan on guitars, the
band consists of David Kagen on
lead vocals, and Rob Hyman on
keyboards. Both Hyman and
Barilian contribute background
and harmony vocals.
The studio musicians are well
known, capable performers. Rich
Marotta plays drums on all but
one track; Michael Brecker con-
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Water
(continued from page 1)
when they got there. He and
Merrick then closed the valve
tighter cutting the leak off.
Damage extended to virtually
all carpet in the affected area.
Security officers reported ceiling
tiles wen; falling down with their
metal supports, in some places.

THE ROOM where the leak
occured is called a penthouse
becausc it is a single room sitting
on top of the Medical building. A
door nearby gives access to the
roof.
Many of the rooms in the
flooded area are administrative
offices for the school of medicine.
Charles Seaver, director
Physical Plant, said he could
give a damage estimate and
no idea of when one will
prepared.

of
not
has
be

GOOV DRINKS
9 PM - 2 AM
GOOV COMPANY7 DAYS A WEEK

A UNIQUE &
HAPPY PLACE

BiO N. MAIN ST
DAYTON, OHIO
228-9916

Imagine your fife hangs by a thread.
Imagine your body hangs by a wire.
Imagine you're not imagining.

Fust National B£$k
'

;f-AI;<BORN OHIO

:

. .AfultServTe G&L ; -

METOOGHD*VN MAYfD pr**nt:

<WGK»MCTROCaa
MGM

878-7241.

COMING TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU!
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WSU employee rescued Kegerreis
THE SECURITY force of Officers James Howard and Gene
Rtid, and Dispatcher Gayle Berry first got help when Sgt.
Dennis ScewCT arrived on campus with officer Darlene Surdick.
Seewer later went out to pick up
officers Charles El road and Julian Morrissette in a four whee.
drive vehicle.
At 5:30 p.m.. Morrissette and
El rod had to take two WSU
employees home because they
needed insulin. On their way bck
they got stuck in the Five Points
area, Burdick said Charlie Weaver, one of the road and grounds
men who had been helping Fairborn with snow removal was
dispatched with his everpresent
backbone to get them out.
There was yet another emergency, and a custodian was
transported to Wright Patterson
Air Force Base Hospital at 9:30
p.m. at his doctors urging.
AFTER THAT, Burdick noted,
"we finally got everyone bedded
down for the night. "We (security) were sleeping in shifts." She

By GAYLON V1CKERS
Guardian Stall WHter
Five heroic security officers
wre amid the 20 custodians,
three road and grounds personnel. two maintenance men. and
the Hamilton Hall students
stranded at Wright State in the
bliz2ard of '78. Jan. 26.
While maintenance men. Roger Walters and Bob Johnson,
kept heat going to the buildings
by keeping pilot lights lit, the
road and grounds men were
trying to keep a road open to the
outside world. And. security
helped with rescue operations in
the area.

Help w a n t e d
If you would like to increase
your income, and also work in
a young and pleasant environment. come and see ur about
a position at the Boar's Head
Restaurant. We are presently
looking for applicants immediately to fill a number of full
and part time positions (and
you may be the right person
for the job.) W.- arc located in
Trotwood. right across the
street from the Salem Mall.
Interviews held Mon-Fri from
2-4 p.m.
The Boar's Head, a nice
place to work.

Gilly's

CHUCK BAKER/PEPPER
ADAMS QUINTET

no cover charge
Fri., Sat, Sunday
228-8414
132 S Jefferson
2 B B B
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said the men were sleeping in
the clinic while she slept on the
couch in admissions.
On Friday the situation improved, said Burdick. The ARA
volunteers got some help when
Manager Darei Lantz arrived
from Cincinnati and two more
security personnel arrived. Officer Steve Homan and student
guard Terry Stockholm.
Also coming in as a volunteer
was WSU student Bill James.
James began taking people hom
in what Burdick assumed was a
four wheel drive vehicle, but
turned out to be a small car. "I
didn't know that until he was
back in." she said. "1 just about
flipped."
WRIGHT STATE loaned another hand to Fairborn Friday
afternoon, according to Burdick,

Obscenity

(continued from page 1)
lectual students would be interested in it if at punk rock
concerts pornographic films are
shown behind the band."
THE GUIDELINES specifically
state they will not be applicable
to any "University academic research. classroom related instruction and sponsored student
edu>zitonal endeavors."
Koch admitted this phrase was
ambiguous but said it was needed to protect educational programs which take place outside
of the classrooms.
"Some people who will read
this will say that this is how the
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when it sent employee Jim Smith
in a four wheel drive truck to
help out.
Sr.iith was not destined to stay
in Fairborn long, however. A call
came in at 4:30 p.m. to Burdick
from Robert Francis, executive
director of Campus Planning and
Operations.
Francis said WSU President
Robert Kegerreis was stranded
in Columbus and wanted to know
if anyone could get htm. "1
remembered Jim Smith in Fairborn." remarked Burdick.
AFTER CALLING Smith, who
asked if he could eat first,
Burdick got Kegerreis' housekeeper to pack an overnight bag
for him.
Smith was soon off after Burdick checked road conditions to
Columbus. Explaining the atmc-s-

phere of the Dispatch office,
Sfcirdick said, "We were on pins
and needles concerned for Smith
and Kegerreis."
About 8:30 p.m. Francis called
security to say Smith had arrived
in Columbus, according to Burdick. Two officers took her home
at 9:30 after 34 hours of «My, but
she said, "I couldn't sleep i was
so tired and worried about Jim
and Kegerreis."
ABOUT 10:00 P.M. she got a
call telling her they had made it.
to which she remarked, " ! guess
I can go to bed now."
Letters of thanks are being
sent to about 50 persons from the
office of Andrew P. Spiegel for
long hours of dedication to the
University and for fine work done
in the recent weather crisis.

students will get around the showing of the film.
guidelines." Koch added that
"Otherwise a person could
this phrase was one which Uni- wait until the day before the
versity President Robert Keger- event it was to be shown at, and
reis, had questioned.
they would in effect stop the
showing of the film. It could be
LYNCH EXPLAINED (he term seen as prior restraint." said
by using the example of a Lynch.
student sponsored seminar on
"I think that this is a commitrape, "Say they had a film on tee which could never meet."
raps that was very explicit. It she added.
would be an educational situation
and not an entenainment. This is
"WE HAVE TO realize where
what we would want to protect." we are. We have a conservative
campus. It is not exactly a hot
"We couldn't think of any spot for pornography. The stuwords which could better explain dents would come out for the
it," added Koch.
original appeal, but though they
might see it once more with
Lucas said he was confused as friends it would be the appeal
to the purpose of the committee, which would attract them. These
At one point he asked if the things (films) have no subcommittee would review all films stance," Lynch said.
shown on campus.
It was this original appeal
"THAT WOULD be prior re- which caused University Center
straint which is something we Board. WSU's entertainment
want to get away from." said programming organization, to
book the film Peep Throat for the
Koch.
She explained that the commit- pay-one-price night in October.
tee would only review a film 1976, said Sideras.
"The impetus to show Deep
upon the order of the office of the
executive vice-president to the Throat was that the University of
vice-president for academic sup- Texas had made $3,000 to $4,000
port services 10 days before the by showing it." Sideras said.
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There's No Business Like , . the exciting world ol
professional SJjgw Business in o u r T h e me Parks:

CUNT
KflSTWOOD
THE CiflllMTI.KT

GtOilGE
BURNS

Best Fantasy Acton

KINGS ISLAND
Cincinnati, Ohio
KINGS DOMINION
Richmond Va
CAHOWXNDS
Charlotte. N C.
There a r e o p e n i n g s lor:
SINGES /DANCERS.
MUSICIANS. TECHNICIANS
Salaries rang* trom I US to $300 week
Shows or* presented with complete
scenery. costumes, M aging and
choreography in lully equipped
theatres and on modern outdoor
<!«« ior spring and fall weekends
he entire suauser

Tonite at
7:00.
9:40

PETE'S
DRAGON

UNIVERSITY Or DAYTON
Dayton. Ohio
Beichard Hall
Wed.. Feb. 8. 4-7 pm

HER0ES

Tonite 7:15-9:30

; .was ISLAND
Kings Mills. Ohio
American Heritage
Music Hall
Sat. and Sun., Teh. II and 12
Groups II am i pot Others 1-S pm
ALSO Feb. 18 (Tech. only)

Tor more inlormation, please write: KINGS PRODUCTIONS
1906 Highland Ave . Cincinnati. Ohio <5219

